### Description

Forwarded from Ned Kittoe <nedkittoe@kingsely.org>:

I am running the newest version of jAmaSeis on Windows 7 enterprise connected to an SEP garden gate seismometer connected through the USB socket. The programme runs collecting and displaying data merrily for a number of hours (around 30-40,000 samples) but then suddenly stops collecting data. The problem is fixed by unplugging and reattaching the USB into a different socket and then restarting jAmaSeis. The problem has only cropped up since I have updated both jAmaSeis and MS software recently. What is the problem? How do I fix it? Thank you

### History

**#1 - 11/21/2016 05:26 AM - Kevin Frechette**

- Resolution set to Not a Bug
- Assignee changed from Tammy Bravo to Kevin Frechette
- Status changed from New to Closed